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NEW

52 x 8 min in HD
For kids 4-6 year olds
It’s not always easy for 4-6 year old kids to understand that when parents
say “Clean up your room!”, “Go to sleep now;  it’s nap time!” or “Don’t
jump on the sofa!”…, they are not making up arbitrary and boring rules.

Chores, duties, restrictions and interdictions?
NO THANK-YOU!
Like all kids their age, what they love to do
most in the whole world is play and have fun.

But when this happens, Lucas and Emily have a fantastic solution:they
escape to an IMAGINARY WORLD! How do they go there? That’s easy!
They blow some bubbles that carry them away. In this wonderful world
they meet strange animals and experience all sorts of adventures
where they can do (almost) anything they please. A dream comes true!
However, they gradually realize the need for common sense, rules and
precautions…while having fun.
Lucas and Emily, through their hilarious adventures with these marvelous
creatures, show that Dos and Don’ts aren’t so bad after all. They can even
be fun! The message is always put across in a fun and imaginative way,
without lecturing.
“But just for today OK? Because tomorrow we’ll do as we please!”

© MMXIV Futurikon. All rights reserved.
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Time travel? Well yeah, of course it’s possible! What you need is a time
travel mobile phone. And that’s what Adele and Marvin have! These
ten year old siblings don’t think twice about opening their device and
venturing into the space-time vortex at the drop of a hat: “Hey, I’ve
got an idea for a Father’s Day present! How about bringing Dad back
a pterodactyl?”
Chronokids is a fun series for kids 6 - 10. Humor here stems from a
curious juxtaposition: the sublime historical situations in which the kids
are immersed are played off against their trivial motivations for being
there. “I swear, Marvin - your feet really stink! If you don’t believe me,
let’s ask Cleopatra, she was famous for her sense of smell!”
Although the episodes of the series allow fantasy, the historical basics
of each time period are respected.

A Futurikon production, in coproduction with
© MMXIV FUTURIKON – TOON FACTORY. All rights reserved

and Net

78 x 8 min or 26 x 24 min in HD
Waha’s dad is a Troll. A super Troll.
And when she grows up, Waha’s gonna be super
hairy like her dad. She’s gonna stink super bad
like her dad. She’ll have tons of flies all over her,
just like her dad. Except that Waha..., Well...
She’s a HUMAN! Nobody’s perfect.
TROLLS OF TROY: The story of the funny little
Human girl Waha who wants to become a
big Troll girl. And all the humans, well, they
want to catch her!

© MMXIII FUTURIKON - LAGARDERE THEMATIQUES pour Canal J. All rights reserved.

A hair-raising series!
Trolls of Troy :«When the Simpsons meet The
Croods”, combining sitcom style comedy
and schoolboy humor.
This series aims at kids 8 to 12 and family.
“Trolls of Troy” has been commissioned by
Canal +, Gulli and Canal J.
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4 friends, aged 7 to 8 years old, Clara, Ben, Li-Mei and Matt – who love
making things and having fun – have founded the C.R.A.F.T.Y Kids Club.
What are these young D.I.Y wizards up to? They dream up and make original,
modern objects from recycled materials: useful things that can entertain
themselves or solve all sorts of problems that happen to people they know
(friends, parents, neighbours...).

2D digital animation based on ‘textured’ photos
and models specially built for the series
This cheerful animated series is aimed at
5 to 10 year olds, boys and girls

© MMXII Futurikon. All rights reserved.

The first EVER animated series for kids, mixing construction activities and
great adventures
Interactive program with 52 x 1’30 edutainment segments on how to create
the “do-it yourself” objects
Concepts of recycling and “do-it yourself” activities receive parental approval
A licensing program with huge potential (publishing, games & toys, video
games and apps…)

A Futurikon production with the participation of France Télévisions.

This upbeat series teaches kids aged 6 to 12 how to be good at drawing. The two main
characters provide the young audience with funny and amusing lessons and tricks to
become brilliant illustrators!
“How To Draw?” is packed with wild humor and hilarious gags!

© MMXII Futurikon. All rights reserved.

Each episode ends with an educational segment entitled «things to do at home» with a
simple exercise for the audience to practice what they have learned!

A Futurikon production with the participation of France Télévisions.

New season produced in HD and
5.1 surround sound !
Season 1 : 78 x 6 min
Season 2 : 26 x 2 min + 71 x 5 min
+ 2 specials (12 min and 25 min)

When a National Geographic-style documentary blends with an irresistibly humorous
Tex Avery cartoon…
Combining 3D animation and live footage, with no dialogue or commentary, Minuscule
offers an offbeat view of the insects’ daily life.
Appeals to kids of all ages and family audiences !

© MMXII FUTURIKON

Sold in over 70 countries on television : ABC and Disney International (US and selected
territories), SVT (Sweden), YLE (Finland), DR-TV (Denmark), NRK (Norway), VRAK TV
(Canada), Zappelin (The Netherlands), Rai Yo Yo (Italy), Canal Once (Mexico), Ecuador TV
(Equator), NHK (Japan), EBS (Korea), ABC (Australia), etc.
A huge success in Home Video: more than 400 000 units sold so far in France (Editions
Montparnasse) ! Nordisk/Atlantic Films (Scandinavia), Eurovideo (Germany), CNR
(Netherland), PFA Films (Italy), Hits For Kids (Russia), Beyond-Magna (Australia), Horng
En Culture (Taiwan) etc.
Season 1 : A Futurikon production, with the participation of France 2 and Disney.
Season 2 : A Futurikon-Vivi Film-Nozon-Euro media France production.

78 x 12 min in HD
Dual gender, 6-10 years - 2D Animation

Squabbles and scuffles, tricks and traps… Between Tom, a naive
(but not innocent!) 6 year old and his 8 year old sister Nina, it’s like
cats and dogs!
For their parents, Tom and Nina stir up a tornado every day and
when they call a truce, it’s even worse! Because when the kids
decide to team-up, Mom and Dad must be ready for anything...

© MMXI Futurikon

In the spirit of Tom and Jerry, sibling rivalry takes these rambunctious kids
on wild and hilarious adventures.
«Sweet Little Monsters» is an action comedy, filled with family tenderness.
Sold to Canal Once (Mexico), TéléQuébec (Canada), RTS (Switzerland),
RTBF (Belgium), Astro (Malaysia), etc.
A Futurikon production in coproduction with M6, TPS and C+

52 X 11 min in HD
An edutainment series for kids 3-6
A Futurikon production, with the participation of France 5 and Disney
Television France.

© MMVII FUTURIKON

Already sold to Télé-Quebec (Canada), RTBF (Belgium), Bibigon (Russie), etc.

78 x8 min or 26 x 24 min in HD
Captain Biceps, helped by his faithful sidekick Genius
Boy, keeps the world safe from the terrible threats
of a bunch of Super Bad Guys! He’s not afraid of
anything or anybody, well, except his Mom…!

© MMX FUTURIKON

A cross between Captain Marvel and George of the Jungle! A very
funny, colorful and fast-paced series that appeals to kids 6-12
years and adults too - 2D Animation
Already sold to Starz (US), RTVE/Clan TV, TV3 (Spain), RTBF
(Belgium), TSR (Switzerland), Zigzap (Poland), Movie Network
(Australia), HBO Asia, Global TV (Indonesia), Astro (Malaysia),
TV5 Monde, etc.
A Futurikon production in coproduction with France 3 and TPS.

26 x 24 min
Hans Christian Andersen’s ugly duckling has been adopted by
Ratso, a city rat hiding out in a duckyard full of farm animals.
This unlikely duo is going to form an unusual family in the
poultry yard!

3D animation - for kids 6-12

© MMVI - FUTURIKON

Sold to WDR (Germany), TV2 (Denmark), TV2 (Norway), SVT (Sweden),
Minimax (Hungary), Slovak TV (Slovaquia),RTBF (Belgium), VPRO
(Netherlands), Luxor (CIS), ETV (Estonia), HBO (Latin America), Canal
22 (Mexico), KBS (Korea), etc.
A Futurikon production, in co-production with A Film and Magma and in
association with M6, Disney France, TG4 (Ireland) and TV2 (Denmark).

52 x 24 min
Hear ye, hear ye good people! Hear the adventures
of two dragon hunters who practice their trade not
according to the rules of the Art... But strictly for
the cash !

© MMVIII Futurikon - France3

For kids 6-12 - 2D animation
Sold in over 70 countries : Cartoon Network and STARZ (USA), HBO Latin
America, Nickelodeon (Netherlands), Super RTL (Germany), VRT (Belgium),
RAI 3 (Italy), TSR (Switzerland), Radio Canada (Canada), NRK (Norway), Canal
Panda (Portugal), Cartoon Network, TVE Canal Clan (Spain), Disney (India),
Astro/NTV7 (Malaysia), BChannel (Indonesia), etc.
A Futurikon production in coproduction with France 3, RTL TVI, Super RTL,
Your Family Entertainment A.G., with the participation of Canal J.

FEATURE FILM - 82 min
3D animation

© MMVII Futurikon Films, Trixter, LuxAnimation, France3 Cinéma, RTL-Tvi

Zoe is a little girl who believes in fairy tales. She believes in
them so much that she decides to help her uncle Lord Arnold
get rid of a terrible dragon.

Starring FOREST WHITAKER (Oscar winner for The Last King of
Scotland)

Zoe decides she has to find some heroes ; and when she meets
Gwizdo and Lian-Chu - a couple of two-bit, fly-by-night
dragon hunters - well what the heck, she decides that she is
going to believe in them anyway !

Music composed by Klaus Badelt (The Pirates of the Caribbean,
Miami Vice, etc)
Sold to more than 40 territories so far : Belgium, Brazil, Czech and
Slovak Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary,
Iceland, Mexico, Middle-East, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia,
Singapore, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey, UK, etc.
Released on more than 2300 screens to date, with over 2 million
admissions worldwide.
More than 700 000 DVD sold to date in the US!

78 x 8 min or 26 x 24 min
Action-comedy series for tweens and older !

© MMIII FUTURIKON - TOONCAN

The outrageous adventures of 2 idiotic wanna-be tyrants
who travel the universe on their tiny flying saucer
searching for planets to conquer, but every attempt fails
miserably…
Sold to Nicktoons (US), ABC (Australia), Junior TV (Germany), YLE (Finland),
Télétoon (Canada), Toon Disney (France), ORF etc.
A Futurikon production, in coproduction with Tooncan, with the participation
of France 3 & Teletoon.

THE MYSTERIOUS KNIGHT

© MMI Futurikon – Tooncan Productions Inc – M6/Metropole TV

52 x 13 min

Follow the wacky and zany adventures of
the good king Ralph whose jealous, younger
brother, Littlebro, incessantly plots to
overthrow him ! But luckily for Ralph, Iron
Nose, the Mysterious Knight is always there
to protect him...
For kids 4-10 - 2D animation
Sold to VRT (Belgium), RTE (Ireland), Panda Biggs (Portugal),
Multivision (Latin America), etc.
A Futurikon production in coproduction with Toocan and M6,
Disney Channel .

26 x 24 min
3 intergalactic girls on a mission! And what a
challenge it is: living as pop stars by day and
secret agents by night!

© MMIX FUTURIKON - METHOD FILMS

New technique : 3D Volume Cut-out animation
shot in HD TV - Targets 8-12 year olds
Sold to Rai Sat (Italy), Noga (Israel), Happy TV
(Serbia), TV7 (Bulgaria), etc.
A Futurikon production, in co-production with
Method Films and in collaboration with 2 Minutes
and 222 records with the participation of M6 and
Sony BMG Music Entertainment.

A science-fiction series, mixing adventure, action and comedy, targeted
to 8 to 12 years old

© MMIII SA FUTURIKON - TOONCAN PRODUCTIONS INC. - M6 - CANAL J

A Futurikon production, in coproduction with Tooncan, with the
participation of M6 and Canal J
Already sold to Super RTL (Germany), MTV (Finland), TV5 Monde, etc.

In a universe ravaged by centuries of intergalactic war,
interplanetary transport has become a vital service,
with vast profits being made by few companies, notably
the powerful and ruthless Krill- Fireng Consortium.
Only a handful of independents remain.
Rebellious and valuing their freedom, they face many
dangers to deliver their cargo in record time. They are
the Tracers, and the most famous of
them all is Malo Korrigan.

26 x 24 min
A road series where an intrepid teen and her feisty,
eccentric Grandmas lead wacky adventures across
America as they make their way to Hollywood !
Sold to RTBF (Belgium), Ares Media (Turkey), Victory
(Middle East), Hwazan TV (Taiwan), WB (Australia), and
Icon (South Africa), etc.
For girls 6-12 (and older!)

© MMV FUTURIKON.

A Futurikon production with the participation of France 2.

Available in Selected Territories:

WILLA !
52x12 min

MONSTER ALLERGY
52X24 min

FLY TALES
65X5 min

